Within a duration of 20 ms humans can compare the orientations of two test lines so as to encode and place in memory their mean orientation and orientation difference while ignoring noise lines in the space between the test lines. Furthermore, performance is not impaired by randomly varying the location of each test line from trial-to-trial. We conclude that the two test lines are not compared by shifting eye fixation or attention from one to the other, nor by attending to two spatial locations. This evidence is consistent with the proposal that the human visual system contains second-stage long-distance comparators, any one of which responds to simultaneous stimulation of two conventional first-stage spatial filters located some distance apart and is insensitive to stimuli that fall between these two first-stage filters. We suggest that our observers performed discriminations by attending to the outputs of the proposed second-stage long-distance comparators rather than by attending to two spatial locations. In addition to their mean orientation and orientation difference, humans can simultaneously encode and place in memory the separation and mean location of the two test lines while ignoring stimuli in the space between the lines. We suggest that, following each of the eye's exploratory saccades, the proposed second-stage long-distance comparators, in effect, take a snapshot of an object's retinal image that ignores the object's surface texture while encoding the shape of its boundary. Ó
Introduction
At one time, models of the early processing of spatial form by the human visual system were framed entirely in terms of the relative activity of an array of first-stage orientation-tuned spatial filters with strictly local receptive fields that are driven from one particular retinal location and respond to the target as a whole (reviewed in Graham (1989) and Regan (2000, pp. 140-154) ). Data reported by Morgan and Ward (1985) cannot be explained by this model. They found that the just-noticeable difference (JND) in separation between two test lines was not affected by random trial-to-trial variations in the locations of flanking lines.
1 Because the flanking lines were very close to the test lines their variations of location would have corrupted the signals from any first-stage spatial filters that responded to both test lines. Morgan and Regan (1987) subsequently found that the JND in the separation of two test lines was not affected by random trial-to-trial variations in the contrast of one of the lines. One way of interpreting this finding is to state that, because the contrast variations produced random variations in the Fourier transform of the twolines as a whole, the discrimination task could not be based on the Fourier transform of the pair of lines, i.e. that the task was carried out in the spatial domain rather than in the spatial frequency domain. An alternative way of interpreting the finding is that the discrimination could not have been based on the relative activity of Vision Research 42 (2002) [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] www.elsevier.com/locate/visres spatial filters with strictly local receptive fields that responded to both lines. Morgan and Regan accounted for their data by proposing that the human visual system contains second-stage filters that support comparisons of the properties of localized targets that are situated some distance apart. In particular, they proposed that the human visual system contains coincidence detectors (CDs) (Fig.  1) , each of which has the following characteristics: (i) it is driven by two first-stage spatial filters, one of which is best driven from a particular retinal location, the other being best driven from a retinal location some distance away from the first; (ii) it is insensitive to stimuli that fall between the two receptive fields that feed it; (iii) it responds more strongly to simultaneous than to sequential stimulation of the two first-stage receptive fields whose outputs it receives. Morgan and Regan (1987) proposed that line separation discrimination threshold is determined by the pattern of activation within a population of CDs, each of which preferred a different line separation. This proposal accounted for their findings that the JND in line separation was not affected by random variations in the contrast of one-line, and was independent of line contrast for contrasts more than about three times line detection contrast threshold. Morgan, Ward, and Hole (1990) investigated whether observers could discriminate trial-to-trial variations in the relationship between two test targets while ignoring one or two noise targets located between the test targets, thus testing requirement (ii) above for CDs. They found that random trial-to-trial variations in the locations of the noise targets did not significantly affect discrimination threshold for the separation of the two test targets or for the verticality of the two targets. 2 These early studies did not fully test the hypothesis of CDs as set out above, because, the stimulus duration was 1000 ms in the Morgan and Regan (1987) study and was probably not greatly shorter in the self-paced Morgan et al. (1990) study. Such long presentation durations leave open the possibility that the discriminations were performed by shifting attention from one test target to the other. A second possibility is that observers paid attention to two locations simultaneously. 3 The second point is less straightforward. Both Morgan and Regan (1987) and Morgan et al. (1990) used the standard perturbation method whose rationale is as follows. If a random trial-to-trial variation in a taskirrelevant variable does not significantly change a discrimination threshold, then the observer is assumed to ignore that task-irrelevant variable. One problem with this rationale arises from the indirect nature of the method: it offers no quantitative measure of the relative influence upon the observer's responses of the taskrelevant variable and the task-irrelevant variable(s). We have developed a method that allows the effect on the observer's responses of the task-relevant variable to be compared with the effects of each of several task-irrelevant variables. Appendix A shows why this method can be much more sensitive than the standard perturbation method, and that it can demonstrate a breakdown in the observer's ability to base responses on the task-relevant variable in situations where discrimination threshold is not greatly affected by this breakdown.
Below we report discriminations of several relationships between two test lines and show that the data Fig. 1 . CD model of line separation discrimination. Narrow first-stage spatial filters with strictly local receptive fields are connected in pairs to second-stage spatial filters termed CDs by Morgan and Regan (1987) . If the separation of two-lines (X and X 0 ) increases slightly, the outputs of the two most excited first-stage filters (B and B 0 ) change negligibly. But the outputs of less-strongly excited filters A and A 0 (i.e. a L and a R ) will rise while the outputs of less-strongly excited filters C and C 0 (i.e. c L and c R ) will fall. Consequently, CD output a will rise and CD output c will fall, thus producing output d from an opponent stage. Output d would assume the opposite sign if the separation of lines X and X 0 decreased. This arrangement unconfounds a change in the separation of the lines from a change in the contrast of one or of both lines. From Morgan and Regan (1987) , Opponent model for line interval discrimination: interval and vernier performance compared.
2 This verticality task can be regarded as a special case of vernier acuity in which the observer compares the alignment of two dots with an internal representation of the vertical (Morgan, 1991) .
3 Danilova and Mollon (1999) measured spatial-frequency discrimination between two separated Gabor patches. The mechanism on which discrimination performance was based in their experiment is not clear. In particular, it is not clear that performance was based on CDs as defined above. Presentation duration in their experiment was 100 ms, but no masker was used to curtail the effective duration of the stimulus (Reeves & Sperling, 1986) , so that a shift of focal attention cannot be ruled out. Since the locations of the patches were predictable the possibility that observers attended to two locations simultaneously cannot be ruled out also. And the space between the two test stimuli was blank.
cannot be explained by shifting attention from one line to the other, nor by attending to two locations simultaneously.
Experiment 1
Purpose: The aim of Experiment 1 was to find whether observers can compare two test lines so as to discriminate trial-to-trial variations in both their orientation difference and their mean orientation while ignoring trial-to-trial variations in the orientation difference and mean orientation of two noise lines located between the two test lines in a situation that rules out the following strategies: (a) shift attention from one test line to the other during the presentation; (b) attend to the locations of the test lines simultaneously.
Methods

Apparatus and procedure
The apparatus has been described previously (Kohly & Regan, 2000) . In brief, there were two test lines and two noise lines placed between the test lines. The length of any given line was 0.25°plus a random jitter of AE20%. Refresh rate was greater than 1000 Hz. and B shows how M T , S T , a T , b T , M N , S N , a N and b N were defined. There were six values of each of the following variables, all symmetrically placed about zero: a T ; b T ; a N ; b T . The range of variation of all four angles was AE9°.
The set of 180 stimuli consisted of five subsets, each of 36 stimuli. Pairs of variables were rendered orthogonal within subsets as follows:
Within any given subset the values of the two non-orthogonal variables were selected randomly from the six possible values. This ensured that it was not possible for an observer to know from which subset any given stimulus was drawn. Observers were instructed that, following each trial, they should signal whether the test lines were turned out (as in Fig. 2A ) or turned in, and whether b T was clockwise or anticlockwise of vertical. Discrimination thresholds (75% correct) were estimated by subjecting the response data to Probit analysis (Finney, 1971) .
The separation of the noise lines was varied randomly by up to AE0.2°(about a mean of 0.28°), and the separation of the test lines was randomly varied by up to AE0.2°(about a mean of 0.84°). The mean location of the test lines and the mean location of the noise lines coincided and was randomly varied by up to AE0.25°. The resulting trial-to-trial jitter of line location ensured that the observers could not predict the location of either test line ahead of any given brief presentation. Indeed, either test line could fall on the location occupied by a noise line in the previous presentation.
For observer 1 all four lines were presented simultaneously for 20 ms. For the less experienced observers 2 and 3, presentation duration was 40 ms rather than 20 ms. To curtail the effective duration of the four-line presentation a 100 ms 20-line masker pattern was presented immediately following (Fig. 2D) .
In a subsidiary experiment carried out by observer 1, we compared discrimination thresholds for orientation difference and mean orientation measured using a twolines configuration (noise line removed) with orientation discrimination threshold for a single line. Line location was held constant, but line length was varied randomly as in the main experiment. In the one-line experiments a fixation mark was placed between the two test lines, and either the left or the right test line was occluded. Orientation discrimination threshold was measured separately for the right and left test lines. This experiment was repeated 11 times.
Observers
Observer 1 (author R.P.K) was a female aged 27 years. Observers 2 and 3 were males aged 19 and 29 years respectively, both of whom were na€ ı ıve as to the aims of the experiment. Observers 1, 2, and 3 carried out Experiment 1. Author D.R., a male aged 65 years, carried out preliminary observations.
Results
In principle, two tasks and five stimulus subsets gives 20 possible graphs, but the design of the subsets meant that only the 12 graphs obtained from the following 12 combinations of subset and task-relevant variable were of interest: task-relevant variable a T , subsets
When a T was the task-relevant variable, the three plots of response probability vs. a T were the same. (This confirmed that the observer's criterion from discriminating a T was constant across the three subsets.) Therefore, we collapsed these three psychometric functions so as to condense to four curves the data for which a T was the task-relevant variable. Findings were similar when b T was the task-relevant variable, so the data for Experiment 1 could be expressed in the form of eight curves.
Fig . 3A -H shows these eight curves obtained with zero SOA for observer 1. In Fig. 3A -D the observer's task was to discriminate the orientation difference of the two test lines (2a T ). Discrimination threshold, estimated from the data shown in Fig. 3A , was 3.4°. Eyeball inspection shows that trial-to-trial variations of the taskrelevant variable strongly influenced the observer's responses (Fig. 3A) while simultaneous trial-to-trial variations of b T had little or no effect (Fig. 3B) . In Fig.  3E -H the observer's task was to discriminate the mean orientation of the two test lines (b T ). Discrimination threshold, estimated from the data shown in Fig. 3F , was 2.1°. Eyeball inspection shows that trial-to-trial variations in the task-relevant variable strongly influenced the observer's responses (Fig. 3F ) while simultaneous trial-to-trial variations in a T had little effect (Fig.  3E) .
A comparison of Fig. 3A , C and D shows that when discriminating the orientation difference of the test lines (2a T ), trial-to-trial variations in neither the orientation difference (2a N ) nor the mean orientation (b N ) of the noise lines had any appreciable influence on the observer's responses. The same was true when the observer discriminated the mean orientation (b T ) of the test lines (Fig. 3F, G and H) . Similar results were obtained for the two na€ ı ıve observers.
The subsidiary experiment gave 11 sets of measurements of thresholds for orientation difference, 2a T , mean orientation b T , left line alone, and right line alone. For each set we calculated the following ratio: (threshold for the left or right line, whichever was the higher)/ (threshold for b T ). All 11 ratios were greater than 1.0. The probability that this could arise by chance is 1 in 1000 (binomial theorem). The mean ratio was 2.8°( SE ¼ 0:7). This was significantly different from 1.0 (tð10Þ ¼ 5:3, p < 0:001 2-tailed t test). A similar calculation was performed for the following ratio: (threshold for the left or right line, whichever was the higher)/(half the threshold for 2a T ). Again, all 11 ratios were greater than 1.0. The mean ratio was 3.1°(SE ¼ 0:6) and this differed from 1.0 (tð1Þ ¼ 7:13, p < 0:001). Even when the calculations were repeated after substituting threshold for the left or right line, whichever was the lower, the ratios were still significantly higher than 1.0 (at the p < 0:02 for the b T threshold and <0.01 for the a T threshold).
Discussion
We conclude that our observers ignored b T when discriminating a T , and ignored a T when discriminating b T , a performance that could only be achieved by comparing the two test lines. (By reference to Fig. 2A it can be seen that the choice of equal range of variation for a T and b T ensured that simultaneous independent trial-to-trial variations in these two angles could be unconfounded only by comparing the orientations of the two test lines.) In addition, our observers ignored a N and b N when discriminating either a T or b T .
The findings just reported can be explained in terms of second-stage long-distance comparators that compare the orientations of the two separated test lines while being insensitive to stimuli between the two test lines, this fulfilling requirements (i) and (ii) above. We assume that these second-stage filters encode orthogonally the mean orientation and the orientation difference of the two test lines and place them in memory within 20 ms (though the further processing of these recorded data Fig. 3 . A total of eight plots was obtained in Experiment 1 where, following each presentation of the stimulus, the observer was required to discriminate both the difference between the orientations of the two test lines depicted in Fig. 2 and their mean orientation. The data shown are for an SOA of zero. In this condition the observer based her discriminations of orientation difference on the task-relevant variable (steep slope in A) while ignoring trial-to-trial variations in the mean orientation of the test lines and the mean orientation and orientation difference of the noise lines (nearzero slopes in B, C and D respectively). Similarly, when discriminating mean orientation the observer based her responses on the task-relevant variable and ignored the noise lines. Observer 1. that culminates in the observer's responses extends over a considerably longer duration).
Because the presentation duration was only 20 ms, the comparison of the two test lines could not have been carried out by shifting either ocular fixation or the focus of attention from one test line to the other: the shortest reported saccadic latency is 100-150 ms (Kowler, 1990) , and a shift of focal attention could not be achieved within 20 ms (Reeves & Sperling, 1986; Sperling & Weichselgartner, 1995) . Neither could the two lines have been compared by paying attention to two locations simultaneously because, as stated earlier, the random variations in the locations of the test and noise lines would have rendered ineffectual such a strategy. How, then, could the observer attend to the two task-relevant lines? Our proposed explanation is that, rather than attending to the outputs of first-stage spatial filters at two locations either simultaneously or in succession, observers attended to the outputs of the proposed second-stage long-distance comparators and, in particular, to the population of comparators that signaled the widest separation of a line pair. (This would select the two test lines from the six possible combinations of the test and noise lines: 'largest separation' would neurally represent 'outermost pair'.)
The long-distance comparator proposed by Morgan and Regan (1987) --their 'CD'--as an explanation for the psychophysical characteristics of line separation discrimination received inputs from two distant firststage spatial filters that preferred the same orientation ( Fig. 1 ). This arrangement does not account for the findings of Experiment 1, because the orientations of the left and right test lines are generally different. This means that the two inputs to our proposed long-distance comparator must carry information as to the orientation of the left test line and of the right test line, and that both the accuracy and precision of this information are better than %2-3°--much finer than the bandwidths of the most sharply tuned neurons in striate cortex (DeValois, Yund, & Hepler, 1982) .
We note here a related problem. It is well known that orientation discrimination threshold for a foveally viewed grating or line is (at %0.30-0.6°) considerably finer than the bandwidths of the most sharply tuned neurons in striate cortex. A proposed explanation is that orientation discrimination threshold is determined by the pattern of activity among a population of orientation-tuned neurons (Westheimer, Shimamura, & McKee, 1976) . Regan and Beverley (1985) reported the following empirical support for this suggestion. After viewing a high-contrast adapting grating, orientation discrimination threshold for a test grating was elevated, but this elevation was not at the adapting orientation but at orientations 11-17°to either side of the adapting orientation. The explanation they offered for this finding was that the most important neurons for discriminating the orientation of a test grating were not those most excited by the test grating, but rather those whose sensitivity profiles were steepest at the orientation of the test grating. As to a possible mechanism they suggested opponent processing (opponent-orientation).
In our present context, and for the purpose of argument, we follow the proposal of Regan and Price (1986) that the number of spatial filters that are served from any given small area of the retina and that are sharply tuned to orientation is small--possibly comprising two inclined at about 15°to the vertical, and two inclined at about 15°to the horizontal. (This arrangement causes the lowest discrimination thresholds to be for near-vertical and near-horizontal targets.) In Fig. 4 we show four orientation-tuned filters at this first stage. The outputs (a, b, c, and d) of these filters are each labeled for the filter's preferred orientation (Thomas & Gille, 1979) . Following stimulation by the left test line, fine-grain information about its orientation (h L ) (carried in terms Fig. 4 . Schematic of a model of the discrimination of the orientation difference and mean orientation of two separated lines in Experiment 1. Key: LDC OD and LDC MO , long-distance comparator whose outputs neurally represent the orientation difference and mean orientation of the test lines respectively; OP, a stage that is sensitive (perhaps through opponent-processing) to the pattern within the outputs of the firststage filters. The results of Experiment 3 are consistent with the hypothesis that the two long-distance comparators illustrated are merged, into one, whose output is a line labelled for line separation and mean location as well as for (h L À h R ) and 0.5(h L þ h R ).
of the pattern within signals a, b, c, and d) reaches a stage sensitive to this pattern (an opponent-process stage, OP) where, in our particular task, it is compared with a template neural representation of vertical. One way in which this template might be created is that a task-dependent descending signal (dashed line) would represent equal outputs from first-stage filters that prefer orientations symmetrically inclined about the vertical. We suppose that orientation discrimination for the right test line alone can be explained analogously.
As already mentioned, signals that carry information about the left and right test lines from all eight first-stage filters reach a long-distance comparator, where the finegrain information about the left line's orientation (carried in terms of the pattern within signals a, b, c and d) is compared with fine-grain information about the right line's orientation (carried in terms of the pattern within signals e, f, g, and h). The outputs of the long-distance comparators (LDC OD and LDC MO ) neurally represent (h L À h R ) and 0.5(h L and h R ) respectively with degreelevel accuracy and precision. 4 Our finding that orientation discrimination threshold for the left or for the right test line alone was higher than threshold for mean orientation rejects the hypothesis that the information that supports discrimination of the orientation (h L ) of the left line alone and the information that supports discrimination of the orientation (h R ) of the right line alone pass directly to a long-distance comparator that computes the mean orientation 0.5(h R þ h L ). (The long-distance comparator could not lose a negative amount of information.) One possible explanation is that more information is lost in the processing stages marked OP in Fig. 4 than in the stage marked LDC MO .
As far as the orientation difference ½ðh L À h R Þ signal is concerned, one possible explanation is that comparing the orientations of two physically present lines might lose less information than comparing the orientation of a physically present line with an internal template of the vertical.
Experiment 2
Purpose: The aim of Experiment 2 was to find whether the putative second-stage long-distance comparator fails when the two test lines are not presented simultaneously.
Methods
In Experiment 2A the two noise lines were absent and the test lines were fixed with a separation of 0.84°. In any given trial either the left or right test line (selected randomly) was presented for 20 ms, then the other test line was presented for 20 ms with a stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of 0, 20, 50, 100, 500, or 1000 ms. A 100 ms 20-line masker pattern followed. In Experiment 2B the noise lines were present, and the separations and mean locations of both test lines and noise lines were randomly varied from trial-to-trial as in Experiment 1. The left test and left noise lines were presented for 20 ms, then the right test and right noise lines were presented for 20 ms with SOAs of 0, 20, 50, 100, or 500 ms. A 100 ms 20-line masker pattern followed. In Experiment 2C the separations of test and noise lines were constant (at 0.84°and 0.44°respectively) and the mean locations of the test and noise lines, though remaining coincident, remained fixed. The differences from Experiment 2B were as follows: (i) The left test and right noise lines were presented first followed by the right test and left noise lines; (ii) an additional SOA of 1000 ms. was added.
Data presentation
In Experiment 1 we discussed the data in terms of differences in the slopes of the eight plots. Plots with a task-relevant variable as abscissa were steep (indicating that trial-to-trial variations in those variables greatly influenced the observer's responses), while plots with a task-irrelevant variable as abscissa were essentially flat (indicating that trial-to-trial variations in those variables had essentially no effect on the observer's responses). For the following reasons it was necessary to devise a more concise and quantitative format in presenting the data collected in Experiment 2: (i) The Experiment 2 data consisted of eight sets of eight plots similar to Fig.  3 , one for each SOA; (ii) rather than the steep/flat dichotomy shown in Fig. 3 , we encountered graded variations of slope.
From this point on, by 'slope' we mean the slope of the straight line that best fits the response data plotted with a probability ordinate (probability paper, Finney, 1971; Regan, 2000, p. 11) . Referring to Fig. 3 we define the test line comparison index (TLCI)--a measure of the degree to which responses were based on a comparison of the two test lines--as equal to (slope B/slope A), when discriminating orientation difference (i.e. (TLCI) a ), and (slope E/slope F) when discriminating mean orientation (i.e. (TLCI) b ). If these indices are less than about 0.3 the observer is almost completely dissociating trial-to-trial variations in a T and b T . Any value below about 0.1 cannot be distinguished statistically from zero (i.e. perfect dissociation). A value near 1.0 indicates total failure 4 This is an information-processing model based on psychophysical data about the behaviors of the visual system as a whole. The physiological relevance of such models is most likely to the dynamic behaviour within large populations or neurons rather than to the activity of any individual neuron. The relation between psychophysical and physiological models is discussed in Mountcastle (1979) and Regan (2000) .
in dissociating a T and b T , i.e., when discriminating trialto-trial variations in a T the observer was influenced by the task-irrelevant variable b T as much as by the taskrelevant variable a T , and when discriminating b T the observer was influenced by a T as much as by b T . A value greater than 1.0 indicates that the observer's responses were more influenced by the task-irrelevant variable than by the task-relevant variable. In Fig. 3 (TLCI) These four indexes are measures of the extent to which observers ignored trialto-trial variations in the mean orientation and orientation difference of the noise lines when discriminating the mean orientation and orientation difference of the test lines. If these indices are below about 0.3 the observer is effectively ignoring the noise lines; any value below about 0.1 cannot be distinguished from zero (i.e. perfect performance). In Fig. 3 the four noise interference indexes were, respectively 0.04, 0.03, 0.02 and 0.1.
Observers
Observers 1 and 2 carried out Experiment 2A. Observer 1 carried out Experiment 2B. Observers 1-3 carried out Experiment 2C.
Results
In Experiment 2A the response data (crosses in Fig.  5A and B) were similar to those shown in Fig. 3A , B, E, and F for all values of SOA. Thus, when no noise lines were presented the observer was able to compare the two test lines so as to unconfound almost perfectly their mean orientation and orientation difference even when they were not presented simultaneously, and neither threshold was affected by SOA.
In Experiment 2B the two noise lines did not produce any degradation of performance for any SOA (open squares in Fig. 5A and B) . Even when Experiment 2B was repeated with the left test/left noise pair presented first or second on a trial-to-trial random basis, and the locations of all four lines jittered as in Experiment 1 so as to render the task more difficult the data (not shown) were similar to the open squares.
Findings were quite different in Experiment 2C (filled squares in Fig. 5A and B) . In brief, for all three observers performance was devastated by a temporal gap of more than 30 ms between the two presentations of the test lines. In particular, the responses of all three observers were considerably influenced by the trial-to-trial variations in the mean orientation and orientation difference of the noise lines, and observers confounded the mean orientation and orientation difference of the test lines. This was in spite of the fact that the sequence of line presentations was fixed and that line locations were fixed so that, on the face of it, the task should have been easier than the second part of Experiment 2B. Fig. 5 shows that performance did not start to recover until the temporal gap reached %450 ms. But at an SOA of 1000 ms performance was as good as at zero SOA.
We will now describe the results of Experiment 2C in detail. Fig. 6A and B brings out the main finding of Experiment 2C and demonstrates the meaning of the noise line interference index (NII) a T a N . While the SOA was zero in Fig. 3A -H it was 100 ms in Fig. 6A and B. In Fig. 6A and B the task-relevant variable was a T (i.e. the task was to discriminate orientation difference). The curve in Fig. 6B was almost as steep as the curve in Fig.  6A . This means that the observer's responses were as much affected by the task-irrelevant variable a N as by the task-relevant variable a T . This finding is expressed concisely in Fig. 5A by setting the NII close to 1.0. Compare the two corresponding curves for zero SOA: the curve in Fig. 3C was of far lower slope than the curve in Fig. 3A and, as mentioned earlier, the (NIII)a T a N was 0.04.
The meaning of the TLCI can be understood similarly (see the filled squares in Fig. 5B for SOAs of 50 and 100 ms).
The effect of SOA on the discrimination performance of observer 1 is shown concisely in Fig. 5A and B. As just explained, a TLCI near 1.0 and/or any NII of near 1.0 indicates that the observer was totally unable to perform the discrimination task while ignoring all taskirrelevant variables. Fig. 5A shows, for SOAs of zero and 20 ms, the following was true: (i) observer 1 discriminated trial-totrial variations in the difference in the orientations of the two test lines by comparing them, and almost perfectly rejected trial-to-trial variations in their mean orientation; (ii) trial-to-trial variation in a N and b N had essentially no effect on discrimination responses. But in Experiment 2C the above became progressively less true as the SOA was progressively increased. At an SOA of 50 ms (30 ms gap between presentation of the two test lines) she was strongly influenced by the noise lines (filled squares in Fig. 5A ). At an SOA of 100 ms she based her responses as much on trial-to-trial variations of the noise lines as on the task-relevant trial-to-trial variations of the test lines. At an SOA of 200 ms she was totally unable to dissociate a T and b T . In other words, at SOAs of 100 and 200 ms she had lost the ability to perform the task that she performed perfectly at zero SOA. But as the SOA was further increased performance improved until at an SOA of 1000 ms she had regained the performance of zero SOA, unconfounding a T and b T essentially perfectly and totally ignoring the noise lines. Fig. 5B shows that the story was similar when observer 1 discriminated trial-to-trial variations in the mean orientation of the test lines. Results obtained from two na€ ı ıve observers confirmed the findings shown in Fig. 5A and B.
Had we restricted our measurements to conventional discrimination thresholds we would have failed to see the pattern of results clearly shown in Fig. 5A and B. For example, discrimination thresholds for orientation difference (2a T ) for observer 1 were as follows: 4.2°( SE ¼ 0:4) at zero SOA; 11°(SE ¼ 1) at SOA ¼ 100 ms; 6.6°(SE ¼ 0:6) at SOA ¼ 1000 ms. Discrimination thresholds for mean orientation were as follows: 3.0°( SE ¼ 0:2) at zero SOA; 7.3°(SE ¼ 0:8) at (SOA ¼ 100 ms); 3.6°(SE ¼ 0:3) at SOA ¼ 1000 ms. In brief, thresholds showed only a moderate percentage increase for SOAs between about 50 and 500 ms, providing no hint that thresholds over this range of SOAs were spurious and that the observer was quite unable to discriminate the task-relevant variables while ignoring all task-irrelevant variables. Observers 2 and 3 gave similar findings.
Discussion
In Experiment 2A the noise lines were not present so that it is possible that the task was performed on the basis of the relative activation of large receptive fields that responded to both test lines. The design of Experiment 2B excluded this possibility. In the second part of Experiment 2B, as in Experiment 1, it was not possible to perform the task by attending to spatial locations. We conclude that performance in Experiment 2B, as in Experiment 1 was based on long-distance comparators, and add that this performance was not limited by a synchronicity constraint per se.
Given this conclusion, the striking findings of Experiment 2C (shown as filled squares in Fig. 5A and B) call for an explanation. The subjective observation that the stimuli in Experiments 2B and C produced quite different percepts might offer a clue as to why the two experiments gave such different psychophysical data. Apparent motion was evident in both experiments over a range of SOAs from 50 to %500 ms. In Experiment 2B the apparent motion was such that the left pair of lines appeared to jump bodily as a pair. For SOAs between 50 and %200 ms the two 2-line presentations combined to give the impression of a unitary 4-line pattern i.e., a single object, as illustrated in Fig. 2C , and there was no more difficulty in paying attention to the outermost pair of lines than there was at zero SOA.
A quite different percept was experienced in Experiment 2C. For SOAs between 50 ms and %200 ms the combinations of the two 2-line presentations did not give the impression of a unitary 4-line object, but rather of two 2-line objects some distance apart. It was exceedingly difficult to compare the orientations of the left boundary of the left object with the right boundary of the right object. And even though the locations of all four lines were known beforehand, only when SOA reached 1000 ms was it possible to memorize the orientations of the left test line, shift attention to the right test line, then compare the two orientations.
Experiment 3
Purpose: The aim of Experiment 3 was to find whether the human visual system can encode simultaneously four relationships between two separated test lines while ignoring stimuli located between the test lines.
Methods
The range of variation in the lines' parameters were as follows: separation, 64-94 arc min (test), 8-38 arc min (noise); midpoint, AE7.5 arc min (test and noise); a and b, AE6°(test and noise, observer 1), AE9°(test and noise, observer 2). Following each presentation of the 4-line pattern (20 ms for observer 1, 40 ms for observer 2) a 20-line masker was presented for 100 ms.
The stimulus set consisted of 216 combinations of six values each of S T , M T , a T and b T (see Fig. 2 ). These 216 stimuli were divided into six subsets, each of 36 stimuli. Two of the variables were orthogonal within any given subset. Having six subsets allowed every possible combination of the four variables to be rendered orthogonal within a least one subset. Within any given subset the values of each of the two non-orthogonal variables were chosen randomly from the six possible values, so that it was not possible for the observer to judge from which subset any given stimulus was derived. The values of S N , M N , a N and b N were chosen randomly on a trial-to-trial basis.
Observers had four tasks. They were instructed to signal after each presentation whether the midpoint (M T ) of the test lines was to the left of the mean of the stimulus set, whether the separation of the test lines (S T ) was larger than the mean of the stimulus set, whether the test lines were turned out or turned in, and whether their mean orientation was clockwise of vertical. The variation of M T and S T and the variations of a T and b T were such that the two discriminations could be carried out only by comparing the two test lines; the tasks could not be performed by attending to only one of the test lines, and we checked experimentally that this was correct.
In a subsidiary experiment observers carried out the four discrimination tasks one at a time. Observers 1 and 2 carried out Experiment 3.
Results
The combination of six subsets (each of which contained two variables that had been rendered orthogonal) and four tasks meant that each run of 216 trials produced 48 possible plots of response probability versus one of the four variables. Of these 48 possible plots, 24 were uninformative. Of the remaining 24 plots, 12 were of response probability versus the task-relevant variable (three for each of the four variables). We first compared the three samples of discrimination threshold for any given variable to ensure that they were similar. This comparison confirmed that the observer's criterion was constant over subsets. Then we combined the three psychometric functions for each of the four variables, so that our data were expressed in the form of the 16 plots shown in Fig. 7A -P.
Eyeball inspection of the 16 psychometric functions shown in Fig. 7 indicated that the plot was steep only when response probability was plotted versus the taskrelevant variable. When response probability was plotted versus one of the three task-irrelevant variables the plot was flat or nearly flat, and this was true for each of the four tasks. This means that, for each of the four discriminations, the responses of observer 1 were based on the task-relevant variable while she ignored all three task-irrelevant variables.
We quantified this impression by reducing the slopes to dimensionless ratios as follows. (Recall that by 'the slope of the plot' we mean the slope of the straight-line fit on probability paper (Finney, 1971) ). The first horizontal row of numbers in Table 1 were obtained by dividing the slopes in Fig. 7A , E, I and M respectively by the slope in Fig. 7A . They indicate that the responses of observer 1 were 6.8 times less affected by trial-to-trial variations in M T when the task was to discriminate a T than when the task was to discriminate M T , 16 times less than when the task was to discriminate S T , and 6.4 times when the task was to discriminate b T . (A value below about 0.3 in Table 1 means that the task-irrelevant variable was effectively ignored.) Similarly the second row of numbers in Table 1 was calculated by dividing the slopes in Fig. 7B , F, J and N respectively by the slope in Fig. 7F and so on.
For observer 1 the ratio (4-task threshold)/(1-task threshold) was 0.90, 1.2, 0.85 and 1.1 for the M T , a T , S T and b T tasks respectively. Corresponding ratios for observer 2 were 0.79, 1.4, 0.88 and 1.2.
General discussion
In Experiment 1, the very brief presentation duration (20 or 40 ms) precluded any role of saccadic eye movements or shifts of locally focussed attention in the immediate encoding of the four relationships between the two test lines, and the spatial jitter ruled out the possibility that observers compared the two test lines by attending to two spatial locations. If, as described above, we assume that observers selected the unique task-relevant population of second-stage long-distance comparators from the six activated populations by attending to the population that signaled the largest line spacing, our finding in Experiment 3 that observers could discriminate the mean orientation, orientation difference, separation, and mean location of the two test lines while ignoring all task-irrelevant variables implies that the output of any given long-distance Fig. 7 . A total of 16 plots was obtained in Experiment 3 where, following each presentation of the stimulus, the observer was required to discriminate four relationships between the two test lines. For each of the four discriminations (four columns) the plot with the task-relevant variable with abscissa was steep and the slopes with the three task-irrelevant variables were almost zero, indicating that the observer based her responses on the taskrelevant variable while ignoring task-irrelvant variables for all four discriminations. Observer 1.
comparator signals these four orthogonally labeled relationships.
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There is evidence that each of the outputs a, b, c, and d carry labels for a location (local sign) as well as for a preferred orientation, as do each of the outputs e, f, g, and h (Lotze, 1885; White, Levi, & Aitsebaomo, 1992; Thomas & Gille, 1979) . One possibility is that the output of LDC OD carries independent labels for separation, mean location and ðh L À h R Þ, and that the output of LDC MO carries independent labels for separation, mean location and 0.5 (h L þ h R ). Another possibility is that LDC OD and LDC MO are merged into one long-distance comparator whose output carries the following four independent labels: separation, mean location,
There is evidence that the output of any given first-stage spatial filter can be regarded as a single line that carries the following three independent labels: location, i.e. local sign (Lotze, 1885; White et al., 1992) ; preferred orientation (Thomas & Gille, 1979) ; preferred spatial frequency (Watson & Robson, 1981) . Here we raise the possibility that the output of a long-distance comparator is a single line that carries four independent labels, only one of which (mean location) relates at all closely to the three independent labels carried by the output of a first-stage spatial filter.
The results of Experiment 3 show that observers were able to compare the two test lines so as to unconfound trial-to-trial variations in M T , S T , a T and b T . The results of Experiment 3 also suggest that discriminating four relationships between the two test lines loads attentional resources little more than discriminating only one relationship.
Following Morgan and Regan (1987) we assume that discrimination thresholds for mean location (M T ) as well as for separation (S T ) are determined by the pattern of activity among long-distance comparators driven from different pairs of locations, perhaps via opponent processing.
These findings leave us with the question of what role long-distance comparators might play in everyday vision. Our suggestion is based on findings that our eyes examine the visual environment by successively foveating different locations, resting for perhaps 200 ms on each location, and moving from one location to the next by executing a rapid saccade (Kowler, 1990) . We propose that, following each saccade, the long-distance comparators provide a near-instantaneous 'snapshot' of an object, an initial snapshot that provides a full description of the boundaries of a luminance-defined object while ignoring its internal structure. There is evidence that the human visual system contains analogous long-distance comparators sensitive to cyclopean form (Kohly & Regan, 2001) and to motion-defined form (Kohly & Regan, 2002) . Table 1 Normalized slopes of the 16 psychometric functions shown in Fig. 7 for observer 1, and corresponding data for observer 2
Variable
Discrimination task The so-called combinational argument (Wilson, 1991; Danilova & Mollen, 1999) against the proposal of Morgan and Regan (1987) could also be invoked in criticism of our present extension of that proposal. A rejection of the argument is available (Kohly & Regan, 2000, Appendix A) . In brief, the combinatorial argument is based on the assumption that there is necessarily a 1:1 relationship between the boxes (processing stages) within a psychophysical model (e.g. Fig. 1 ) and the information encoded by individual neurons. We reject this assumption. Because of the large number of synaptic connections to any given neuron, the number of qualitatively different spatiotemporal patterns of activity within the total number of brain neurons vastly exceeds the total number of brain neurons. The distinction between psychophysical models and physiological models is equivalent to the distinction between functional and structural models in the discipline of systems analysis (Blaqui e ere, 1966; White & Tauber, 1969; Marmarelis & Marmarelis, 1978; Mountcastle, 1979) . The distinction is discussed at length in Regan (2000, pp. 26-30, 385-403) . variations in the designated task-relevant variable. An indirect method that has been widely used is to measure the effect upon discrimination threshold of random trialto-trial variations in a task-irrelevant variable. We will point out drawbacks of this classical perturbation method, and illustrate how its sensitivity can be much lower than the direct method reviewed below.
We first discuss the case that an observer is able to ignore totally trial-to-trial variations in a task-irrelevant variable while basing responses entirely on the taskrelevant variable. Our particular example is the task of signaling the difference in the orientations of two test lines (2a T ) while ignoring their mean orientation (b T ). (Fig. 2 illustrates the meaning of a T and b T ). In our example both a T and b T vary between À5:0°and þ5:0°. The equal range for a T and b T ensures that trial-to-trial variations in a T can be unconfounded from trial-to-trial variations in b T only by comparing the orientations of the two test lines: a T and b T cannot be unconfounded by attending to one test line only. In our imaginary experiment the five values of a T and the five values of b T are arranged symmetrically about zero (the number 5 is arbitrary). As illustrated in Fig. 8A the stimulus sets consists of all 25 combinations of the values of a T and b T and there is zero correlation between a T and b T within the stimulus set (i.e., a T and b T are orthogonal). The 25 stimuli are presented in random order. The observer's task is to signal whether the test lines are turned in (i.e. (--) and the case that the observer totally confounds a T and b T (---). The vertical axis in (B)-(I) is probability in every case, so that in every plot discrimination threshold is inversely proportional to the slope of the line. whether a T is negative). We assume that the entire stimulus set is presented a sufficient number of times to ensure that the standard error of the data points is small.
If the observer's responses are based entirely on trialto-trial variations in a T , then approximately the same psychometric function will be obtained from responses to stimuli along the five horizontal rows in Fig. 8A . The mean of these five psychometric functions is shown in Fig. 8B . Discrimination threshold (75% correct) estimated from the psychometric function depicted in Fig.  8B is approximately 4.0°. Now we turn to the task-irrelevant variable b T . As depicted in Fig. 8C , for each of the five values of b T there will be five values of response probability, and these five probabilities will approximate those shown in Fig. 8B . Thus, if we calculate the mean response probability for the stimuli within each horizontal row in Fig.  8A we obtain the flat psychometric function shown in Fig. 8D . In general, a pair of psychometric functions like those in Fig. 8B and D indicates that the observer's responses were strongly influenced by the trial-to-trial task-relevant variable (Fig. 8B) , while trial-to-trial variations of the task-irrelevant variable plotted in Fig.  8D had no effect on the observer's responses. Now we go on to the main point: the situation that an observer's response are influenced by trial-to-trial variations in some task-irrelevant variable as well as by trialto-trial variations in the task-relevant variable. We assume that the effect of the task-irrelvent variable is to shift bodily (without change of shape) the psychometric function along the abscissa (i.e., along the task-relevant variable's axis, the a T axis in our present example).
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Consider the case that the task-relevant (a T ) and the task-irrelevant variable (b T ) exert equal influences on the observer's responses. The value of b T is zero along the central horizontal row in Fig. 8A so the psychometric function produced by those five stimuli will be the same as that shown in Fig. 8B , passing through 50% when a T ¼ 0. This is shown as the central of the five psychometric functions in Fig. 8E . By reference to Fig. 2A and B, if the observer totally confounds a T and b T it follows that the psychometric functions corresponding to the other four rows of stimuli in Fig. 8A will be as depicted in Fig. 8E . By reference to Fig. 2A and B it can also be seen that the effect of b T on the observer's responses is as shown in Fig. 8F .
The mean of the vertical columns of data points in Fig. 8E and F respectively are plotted in Fig. 8G and H. The exact similarity of the curves in Fig. 8G and H indicates that the observer totally confounded a T and b T as, for example, if he or she had based responses on only one test line. Now we consider how discrimination threshold was affected by this failure to base responses entirely on the task-relevant variable. The psychometric functions in Fig. 8B and G are, respectively, redrawn as the continuous line and the dashed line in Fig. 8I . The slope of the dashed line is less than that of the continuous line because of the non-linearity of the probability axis in Fig.  8E : values of probability are more widely spaced the further they depart from 50%.
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But the crucial point here is that the slope of the dashed line is not greatly less than the slope of the continuous line. The other words, the discrimination threshold for the task-relevant variable a T is not greatly less when the observer totally ignores trial-to-trial variations in the task-irrelevant variable b T than when he or she totally confounds a T and b T . In contrast, the method we describe is revealing. The ratio between the slopes in Fig. 8H and G is 1.0 (where the observer confounds a T and b T ) and this is very many times greater than the near-zero ratio between the slopes of the curves in Fig.  8D and B. Evidently, when compared with the indirect effect on discrimination threshold, the direct technique of comparing the slopes is a far more sensitive test of whether an observer's discrimination threshold is elevated by trial-to-trial variations in a task-irrelevant variable.
Finally we discuss the standard perturbation technique mentioned earlier. If instead of repeating the same few values of the task-irrelevant variable (here, b T ) we had on each trial selected a random value of b T between À5°and þ5°then after, a sufficiently large number of trials there would be many more than five points for each of the five values of a T in Fig. 8E . However, the means would give the same dashed line (and hence the same discrimination threshold) as in Fig. 8G so that the test of the observer's performance would be equally weak. 9 6 We have previously used this technique to identify situations in which observers can ignore one task-irrelevant variable (Regan & Hamstra, 1993) . The technique can be extended to the case of two taskirrelevant variables in the situation that all three variables can be rendered orthogonal within the entire stimulus set. In this case the stimulus set can be visualized as a three-dimensional cube rather than the two-dimensional array depicted in Fig. 8A (Vincent & Regan, 1995; Gray & Regan, 1997; Portfors-Yeomans & Regan, 1997) . In the situation that the task-relevant variable cannot be rendered orthogonal to all the candidate task-irrelevant variables within the entire stimulus set, a modified technique is required (Kohly & Regan, 1999) . 7 An additional possibility--that discrimination threshold for the task-relevant variable (here, a T ) is a function of some other variable (here, b T )--can be tested straightforwardly by measuring discrimination threshold for two or more fixed values of the task-irrelevant variable.
So far we have discussed the situation that the observer totally confounds the task-relevant variable with a task-irrelevant variable. If the observer is more strongly influenced by a task-irrelevant variable than by the task-relevant variable the relative slopes of the plots in Fig. 8B and D changes beyond the equality shown in Fig. 8G and H. We have reported examples of this situation (Kohly & Regan, 1999; Gray & Regan, 2000) . In the extreme case the Fig. 8B plot is flat and the Fig. 8D plot is steep. (This extreme case is when the observers responses are influenced by the task-relevant variable but not by the task-irrelevant variable). In situations approaching this extreme case the standard perturbation method will, of course, reveal large elevations of discriminations thresholds.
The above discussion and conclusions are not restricted to the task-irrelevant variable b T . They hold also for all the other six task-irrelevant variables in the present study.
